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ABSTRACT 
 

The findings show that visual arts-based instruction positively impacts learners' oracy abilities, vocabulary 

development, and formulaic assimilation. Art has always been a potent medium for teachers of all subjects 

contributing to learners’ social, emotional, intellectual and physical evolution. However, it often becomes 
subjugated and considered as unnecessary and extracurricular. The particular research aims at exploring 

the ways Art can be integrated into the first grade of Greek State Primary School curriculum for English 

language learning and exploited for the benefit of young learners. More specifically, this research aims to 

investigate whether art, and particularly visual arts, can emerge as an invaluable tool which will enhance 

instruction for the learning of English as a foreign language, thus triggering motivation which will lead to 

young learners’ enhancement of their speaking skills. In addition to this, this research explores the effects 

of visual arts-based instruction on vocabulary, and language chunks development, through young learners’ 

engagement in a number of multisensory tasks deriving from works of art presented to them. For this 

reason, action research was carried out among thirty-two first grade learners of a state primary school in 

Greece, who were divided into two groups, a control and an experimental group. The information obtained 

through both quantitative and qualitative tools of data collection will be exploited for this research as they 

can prove that the participants of the experimental group improved substantially concerning all the three 
variables compared to the participants of the control group. The results of this small-case research cannot 

be disregarded as they indicate that the use of visual arts can have a considerably positive effect on young 

learners’ receptive and productive oracy skills. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

“The development of the speaking skill is of vital importance in English language teaching” [1], 
as an effective communicator constitutes a key-part of being a successful language learner [2]. 

The importance of its instruction, especially from a very young age has been emphasized by 

various researchers throughout Europe and Greece [3] as, according to Brown and Yuke (1983), 

“speaking is the skill that the students will be judged upon most in real life situations” [4]. Given 
the “ever-growing needs for fluency in English around the world as a consequence of the role of 

English as the world’s international language” [5], and taking into consideration the specific 

characteristics of very young language learners which create a need for playful and unorthodox 
methods to English language learning [6], emphasis is placed upon finding more effective ways 

to introduce them to the oral mode of the language and to teach them “the functional and 

communicative potential” of it [7].  
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Art, and more specifically visual arts, constitute an invaluable tool that may enhance instruction 
for the English language although it sometimes becomes subjugated as it is considered 

unnecessary. However, a considerable amount of research has shown that with reference to the 

development of the speaking skill, pieces of art such as paintings can be used as prompts for 

wonderful speaking opportunities [8] triggering imagination and visual awareness. Bearing in 
mind that not much research has been conducted in Greece, concerning art and the teaching of 

English to very young learners, the particular research aims to indicate how visual arts may 

emerge as a tool to immerse young learners in speaking activities that may enhance their 

ability to use the target language. 
 

The research papers which were presented were selected according to their similarity in their 

content to the research conducted by the researchers of this paper. 

 

2. THE USE OF VISUAL ARTS IN SPEAKING: A MULTISENSORY 

ACTIVATION, VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT AND FORMULAIC 

UPTAKE TOOL 
 

Teachers increasingly incorporate art in their syllabi in order to facilitate learners to master the 

required capacities and content knowledge areas, offering learners outlets for active exploration, 

and hands-on learning experiences [9], [10]. The subject of whether exposure to visual arts can 
improve the language awareness of very young learners appears to be within the area of research 

conducted by Stanford University [11]. More specifically, the aforementioned study investigated 

whether artistic display, of this kind, could lead young learners to improve in their skills such as 
reading, writing, and verbal communication. Also, Kennedy [12], in his review of a Guggenheim 

assessment of an art education program in New York public schools, pin-pointed that young 

learners’ involvement with visual arts, such as paintings, and sculptures, has had a positive 
impact on the development of their literacy and oracy skills, thus aggrandising art to the point 

where it finally became an essential part of the English Foreign Language (EFL) curriculum.  

 

More specifically, given the importance of visual communication in real life [13], as well as the 
need young learners have  to become furnished with rich visual stimuli, in order to acquire a 

motivation, and to become engaged in the learning process [14], the specific study aims to offer 

diverse approaches on how teachers of English can exploit visual arts to enable young learners of 
pre-A1 level to understand the world they live in and to find avenues for sophisticated 

comprehension and communication [15]. Situating visual arts within the context of the lives of 

young language learners and encouraging them to verbally express themselves by observing and 

responding to the artworks presented, the particular research aspires to investigate how learning 
English, as a foreign language, may become more meaningful and relevant to learners, at this 

early stage.  

 
Espousing Communicative Language Teaching’s (CLT) fundamental premises, the development 

of well-rounded learners and enlightened citizens is targeted through the learners’ attempt to 

perceive and respond to visual forms linking art to the primary goal of personal fulfillment [16]. 
The syllabus for English, as a foreign language teaching and learning, for the age group and 

language level, under scrutiny, also complies with the PEAP (the English for Young Learners 

Programme in Greek Primary Schools) curriculum’s basic principles which highlight the social 

and cultural basis of learning, following a learner centered approach to language teaching [3]. In 
the present research study, examples are provided of the teacher’s attempt to develop activities 

which are geared towards motivating and educating learners, as a whole, while at the same time 

they enhance language acquisition. Being in total agreement with the socio-cultural framework 
embracing the aforementioned curriculum, visual arts can be used as a tool to express global 
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experiences and to help to remove biases [10]. Young learners are allowed to learn about 
themselves and others by viewing and assessing artistic content, whereas sensory experiences, 

triggered by visual stimuli, elevate understanding of the human experience [10], thus enhancing 

social awareness and intercultural communicative competence. Art is established as the remedy 

to curricular malaise [17] whereas learners’ social literacies are enhanced by focusing on the 
social nature of speaking. 

 

2.1. Integrating Visual Arts into an EFL Curriculum: Benefits 
 

Given the importance of art in the teaching of English as a foreign language, incorporating visual 

arts into the curriculum is recommended, with the primary goal of benefiting young learners 
socially and linguistically. Through the investigation of aesthetic components that can be 

employed in the classroom to trigger sensory cues and to motivate students [18] the lesson can be 

conducted more effectively. At the same time, artistic elements that can actively be used in the 
class, can lower foreign language learning anxiety [19]. Taking the aforementioned into 

consideration, the purpose of this particular research is to increase first grade learners’ skills in 

using the spoken language by enhancing vocabulary development and formulaic language use. 
 

2.1.1. The connection of Visual Arts to the development of speaking 

 

Considering oral language development, as a powerful precursor to fluency [20], it is imperative 
to acknowledge that visual arts may serve as a referent for oral language production and 

conversation among learners. This article investigates how young learners' interaction with visual 

arts can lead to "increased participation and meaningful speech production” [18], in foreign 
language learning [21], [18]. Providing positive and relevant “input, art encompasses what may 

be tangible and imagined” [22], allowing learners to feel at ease and open to acquisition (to feel 

at ease in the English class) [23], while also encouraging them to actively participate in the 
learning process [10]. 

 

Given that young learners perform better in an enabling environment [24], visual art, “whether 

modern, classic, minimalist, or renaissance art, can serve as a great stimulus for developing 
productive abilities and engaging learners in more meaningful and memorable experiences” [18]. 

Inviting learners to recognize items, colors, or moods, in a painting, or wallowing in creating 

stories, of what they see can spark motivation, whereas their dialogic interaction with a piece of 
art may engender purposeful communication leading to the development of oral language 

competence [25]. Fostering curiosity by entailing abound information to be unveiled, visual arts 

“create a need for language, allowing learners lacking the necessary vocabulary to communicate 

being supported by the teacher and to move to the next step of linguistic development through 
scaffolding” [13] favoring at the same time an interactive approach to language learning [3].  

 

Exposure to art and artistic expression aims to make learning English as a foreign language more 
enjoyable and meaningful by including students in follow-up activities using various types of art, 

such as drawings or crafts, that are related to the pieces of work to which they are exposed to. 

More specifically, the multiple intelligences which are present in a typical group of first graders 
[22], are stimulated, and opportunities are allowed for everyone to join the specific course of 

learning. Paintings are made of specific materials, and authentic paintings, when utilized in the 

teaching of English as a foreign language, emphasize the students' awareness of their current 

surroundings which include the environment of others. Young learners are attracted by the 
physicality of the paintings and when confronted with works of art they attempt to interpret what 

they see, this attempt will offer them favorable circumstances for language learning and 

development, sometimes even unintentionally [26]. 
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Furthermore, learners' social attitudes are improved as a result of introducing them to the concept 
of creativity through art, which allows for better levels of knowledge [27]. Learners' intellectual 

and social potential is enhanced when they are engaged in a play-like lesson that relates to real-

life through their interaction with the paintings and each other [28], whereas the use of visual arts 

can effectively moderate learners' shyness in the class and engage them in taking on the challenge 
of speaking English [29]. 

 

2.1.2. The connection of Visual Arts to multisensory activation and oral 

development 

 

Taking into account that teaching foreign languages, to very young learners, is a challenging 
process where specialized steps and actions are necessary, the present study also examines how 

visual arts encourage young learners, at this early stage, to use some or all of their senses to 

become actively engaged in the learning process enhancing oral development through random 

word building and formulaic uptake [30]. 
 

“Synesthesia (Greek, syn = together + aesthesis = perception), defined as the involuntary physical 

experience of a cross-modal association which occurs when the stimulation of one sensory 
modality evokes a perception in one or more senses” [31] is activated through learners’ exposure 

to the physicality of the paintings. Through this exposure different sensations are deliberately 

linked permitting enhanced data acquisition [31]. In this context, assuming that young learners 
learn better when the information received is physically, audibly, and visually integrated by using 

all senses [32], multi-activity environments, in which learners can interact with a range of 

paintings, are suggested. The need to create a livelier teaching environment through the 

application of activities aimed at oral production, activated by sensorial stimuli [18] is addressed 
in the specific study, based on the hypothesis that learners can "learn better from information 

taken in through their basic senses" [18]. 

 
Learners' different receptive channels are activated through visual arts-based activities that use a 

mixture of senses such as hearing, sight, smell, taste, self-movement, and touch as a tool to 

deliver language instruction [33]. This allows for more cognitive connections and associations to 

be made with the new input that is being introduced. Young learners spend enough time being 
exposed to language through different channels of perception as a result of being invited to 

interact with the paintings using all of their senses, resulting in the unintentional production of 

simple sounds and structures in the target language [13]. Finally, using several sources of 
information to channel knowledge responds to the many learning styles of young learners [21] 

and piques their interest in learning. It also intends to investigate how using multimodal learning 

strategies to enhance young learners' interactions with artworks allows them to engage more 
deeply with the subject and helps them to remember information for longer periods of time [34]. 

Finally, it tries to make it easier for students to master abstract language and to improve their 

oracy abilities, which is this study's main aim [28]. 

 

2.1.3. Visual Arts as a tool to enhance vocabulary development 

 

Learners' ability to use English improves greatly when they learn more words. Indeed, since the 
CLT approach was introduced, vocabulary acquisition has become a primary emphasis of 

linguistic work as a necessary precondition for communication. As suggested by reference [35], 

“real vocabulary learning comes through use, meeting the words in a variety of contexts and 
having to use them to express new ideas”, while lexical competence is placed at the heart of the 

communicative competence [36].  
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More precisely, young learners at this age are extremely attentive and appear to absorb language 
offered to them like a sponge [37], which helps them to develop their oral skills and their speech 

output. Nonetheless, no matter how effective this group's memorization skills appear to be, they 

still prefer to remember and use just what makes sense [37], [38] emphasizing on the need for 

learners to receive appropriate language exposure on a regular basis. Furthermore, the limited 
attention span and discipline issues that characterize the age group under investigation call for 

more spirited and unusual approaches to foreign language learning, establishing visual arts, 

which are characterized by a variety of colors, lines, and shapes, as the ideal springboard for 
learning [39]. Visual arts, characterized by physiological features and usually an intriguing 

perception of the world [31], may be used as a lively canvas for encountering new words, as 

opposed to decontextualized pictures or flashcards suggested by the curriculum, at issue, for the 
introduction of new vocabulary enabling students to form a strong memory link between visuals 

and words and, eventually, to employ the appropriate words [40].   

 

The relevance of linking a word to an object or a living person in a painting is emphasized while 
learning a foreign language, and this is one of the key reasons why visual arts, which are 

characterized by rich visual stimuli, are crucial in early language settings [37]. In fact, contrary to 

the curriculum's tendency to use isolated flash cards to present linguistic input out of context, 
paintings can be viewed as a mnemonic tool to aid "long-term consolidation of linguistic content” 

[41], whereas observing and interpreting visual arts such as paintings and elaborating on them 

can be an excellent way to elicit new vocabulary and to aid learners to build their lexicon [18]. 
Responding to a picture can be interesting for young learners and can lead to a variety of 

exercises that are intended to improve lexical competence while also encouraging learner 

autonomy and integration of communication skills. Learners are encouraged to make educated 

guesses and to infer meaning from what they perceive, thus improving comprehension and 
retention of content [42]. 

 

Furthermore, because true learning occurs when someone creates a personal interpretation of 
what is presented [43], this study will examine whether learners' artistic production which is 

related to the content which has been presented to them can improve their motivation, their 

receptive, and productive vocabulary development, and whether it can also active their undivided 

participation in an EFL class. Finally, it is suggested that emphasis should be placed on learners' 
demonstration of acquired linguistic knowledge derived from the paintings rather than the 

aesthetic elements of artistic production, and that learners should be encouraged to make 

conscious choices of content and form in order to achieve better vocabulary learning results [10]. 
As a result, it appears that in order to establish an appropriate instructional framework for 

teaching the speaking skill to pre-A1 learners, it is necessary to provide them with rich and 

authentic visual stimuli associated with visual arts in order to introduce new vocabulary and also 
to familiarize them with a more colloquial use of the target language through their multisensory 

engagement with the paintings. 

 

2.1.4. Visual Arts as a tool to enhance language chunks development 
 

The fundamental goal of foreign language learning in primary school in Europe is to improve 

young learners' communicative capacities, with a focus on the development of oral skills such as 
listening and speaking [30], [44] and [3]. The emphasis is placed on learners' familiarity with the 

use of lexical chunks and phrases, in accordance with the principles of CLT, which accommodate 

for opportunities for young learners to use the language spontaneously. 
 

Young learners should be encouraged to utilize a fixed repertoire of lexis and set phrases, which 

will subsequently serve as a foundation for future language learning and use as a result of their 

participation in a variety of situational activities such as structured conversations and role-playing 
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[3].  Young learners, in particular, should be given the opportunity to practice language patterns 
and take command of basic communication settings by employing simple rote-learned words and 

regulated output. However, while these types of activities may inspire first-graders to participate 

in the learning process, most of the activities offered by the curriculum, at issue, appear to be 

lacking in possibilities to experiment with the language and to move beyond the fixed dialogues. 
 

This research seeks to demonstrate how young learners can be helped in an attempt to launch 

language use beyond equations and reproduction by suggesting a method for creative speaking 
activities related to learners' sensorial contact with the visual arts [44]. It also seeks to figure out 

how exposing young learners to visual arts can help them gradually build the necessary abilities 

for more autonomous language use. Maintaining young learners' excitement and enthusiasm for 
the foreign language, requires providing opportunities for them to discover and experiment with 

the language in a meaningful linguistic environment, which is given, in this case, by visual arts. 

 

According to Lewis (1993), rather than drilling, lexical chunks and phrases should be 
“contextualized and implicitly taught through meaningful activities” [45]. To this purpose, a 

painting's content might be compared to real-world settings, into which students can immerse 

themselves by constructing stories and identifying with the scenarios represented. This allows for 
the creation of “real operational conditions” [14], which allow learners to process authentic 

acquisition of the foreign language and to become communicatively competent.  

 
 Because the development of fluency and speaking competence requires more than memorizing 

chunks of language [44], it is critical to recognize that learners are given the opportunity to 

become linguistically creative in constructing larger chinks of oral language through their 

multisensory enactment with visual arts [38], [44]. Through their attempts to interact with the 
paintings, learners' physiologies, emotions, and cognitions are activated, and they are guided to a 

meaningful production of language, thus managing language as a whole [45]. 

 
Smell, taste, and physicality define visual arts, which inspire creativity while offering a superb 

framework for presenting multi-word units to learners, thus allowing for language production, 

and improvement of their comprehension [46]. They may emerge as a useful technique to “allow 

learners to correlate expressions learned with a mental image of a physical scene, facilitating 
retention in long term memory” since they depict moments in time [47]. Visual arts, with a 

fiction quality, allow students to “form and process lexical understandings which have an 

imagistic (visual, haptic, kinaesthetic or other perceptual) component” [48] whereas “such 
encoding of a verbal form with semantically imagery seems to provide an extra pathway for 

recall” [47]. Young learners are encouraged to create a mental lexicon of formulaic units as a 

result of their involvement with visual arts, which may play a key role in lowering the processing 
work required for language production [46]. 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The aim of this study was to see to what extent young learners' speaking skills might be improved 
by including visual arts, which would eventually lead to greater communicative abilities.  

 

The research questions which were posed in this study were founded upon the notion that learners 
learn better when their basic senses are engaged by the use of VAs:  

 

1. How do visual arts enhance speaking skills in first grade learners? 

2. How do visual arts enhance vocabulary learning and use in first grade learners? 
3. How do visual arts enhance chunks of language learning and use in first grade learners? 
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3.1. The Research Design: Conducting Action Research 
 

The specific research uses action research to answer the issues mentioned above, which involves 

four sequential stages of investigation [49]: 
 

(1) “Clarifying visions and targets” – The researcher identifies a topic worthy of a busy teacher’s 

time and clarifies goals. 
(2) “Articulating Theory” – The Researcher identifies variables such as values, beliefs, and 

theoretical perspectives relating to their focus. 

(3) “Implementing Action and collecting data” – Theory of action is implemented and data is 

collected. 
(4) “Reflecting on the data and planning informed action” – The researcher methodically sorts 

and examines data and then reports to research. 

 
The researchers chose this method of research for a variety of reasons, the most crucial is that 

action research is relevant to the needs of the participants [49], because it is “carried within the 

context of the teacher’s environment and it allows for coping with educational matters at hand” 
[50]. Second, it is extremely valuable to educators since it represents a desire for information 

about how to enhance their teaching techniques and to help their students to develop [50], [49]. 

Finally, it allowed for the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection with 

a view to achieving triangulation of results and “strengthening research findings by using 
multiple ways to collect and analyze data” [51]. An experimental design was advocated in order 

for the specific research to be carried out, with participants divided into two groups: the 

experimental and the control group. 
 

3.2. The participants 
 
The participants in this study were 32 monolingual students in the first grade of a primary school 

in Greece, who were divided into two groups. The bulk of the students had never been taught 

English as a foreign language before, and their skill level was pre-A1 (Council of Europe, CEFR, 
2017), indicating that they were at the beginning of their language learning journey. Because this 

was the learners' first encounter with the target language, the levels of the two groups were 

assumed to be similar, and they were assigned to the control and experimental groups at random. 

 

3.3. The procedure 
 
The program began in the first week of October 2020 and ended in the first week of February 

2021. It was divided into three stages: the pre-instruction, the instruction, and the post-instruction 

stage which were all appropriate to learners’ needs and interests. In addition, to both groups of 

participants, a pre-instruction vocabulary test and a language-chunks test was conducted to 
determine their degree of oral comprehension in relation to simple vocabulary forms and uptake 

of formulaic language. This test was piloted earlier to 5 students, because it was a self-

constructed test, not a standardized one. The test was conducted to the group, of the 
aforementioned group of 5 students, so as to see whether its contents were clear to all students of 

this age group and language level and whether changes should be made. Fortunately, no problems 

arose.    
 

Both groups received eleven teaching lessons which related to six separate thematic areas which 

are included in cycles B and C, of the PEAP Curriculum's proposed material, throughout the 

instruction stage. The experimental group received eleven teaching lessons of art-based training, 
whereas the control group received standard instruction based on the PEAP curriculum's 

recommended learning material. They were given flashcards and movies to expose them to the 
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various topics, and they were encouraged to practice the speaking abilities that the material 
promoted.  The artworks, which were used as prompts in the experimental group, were chosen 

based on their thematic connection to the curriculum's specified topics. In addition, at the end of 

each theme area, participants in both groups were required to undergo while-instruction tests. All 

learners were required to complete a post-instruction vocabulary and language-chunks 
development test at the post-instruction stage. Both tests were identical to the ones that learners 

had to take before starting the program. For the analysis of the results obtained through the 

quantitative research tools the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 2.1.0) was used. 
 

Also, the participants of the experimental group had to respond to a post-semi structured 

interview which aimed at disclosing the degree to which learners had been aided by art-based 
instruction with reference to the development of oracy skills. Teachers’ diaries (which answered 

to very specific criteria) were also kept by the researchers for the experimental group during the 

whole instruction stage, whereas the delivery of the lessons and the tests, as well as the interview 

taking, were recorded with the help of an audio digital recording machine. 
 

4. THE FINDINGS 
 

4.1.  Research Question 1: How do visual arts enhance speaking skills in first grade 
learners? 

 

 According to the data gathered from the teachers' diaries, the audio recordings of the classes, and 

the post-semi structured interview given to the experimental group's participants, there appears to 
be a link between visual arts-based education and improved oral abilities. Throughout the 

intervention stage, learners' improved ability to recognize, understand, and reproduce the target 

language is evident in the tasks proposed according to the guidelines suggested for first graders 
by the PEAP curriculum [3] and Halliday's Model of Language Functions [52]. 

 

Learners were guided to spontaneous speech creation in the first theme area as they attempted to 
identify colors and shapes in Paul Klee's painting "Castle and Sun." This is consistent with 

reference [25] suggesting that a dialogic interaction with an artwork may engender purposeful 

communication leading to oral language development. The majority of the students were able to 

name the colors they used in the post-speaking stage of the second teaching session, when they 
were asked to talk about some crafts, which they had made, and which were inspired by a certain 

artwork.  Moreover, two of them were able to use the dark and light shades of the colors 

exploited and responded to more complicated questions asked by their teachers thus revealing a 
significant improvement in the speech production of the participants of the experimental group. 

 

In the next thematic area, concerning numbers from one to five, learners seemed to understand 

the questions asked by the teachers in the target language concerning the content of the paintings. 
However, they responded to them using single vocabulary items. Nevertheless, what must be 

noticed is that, as instruction continued, the teachers rarely used the students’ mother tongue in 

order to clarify the meaning of the questions addressed to the learners thus revealing a progress 
on their ability to communicate in the target language.  Regarding the third and the fourth 

thematic areas, emphasis was placed on developing learners’ abilities to express themselves by 

using their senses. For this reason, the learners were invited to imagine themselves in the 
different paintings and to talk about what they could see, hear, smell, taste, or touch, in the 

paintings. Learners’ different receptive channels of knowledge were activated, which facilitated 

some of them to use more complex structures to describe the paintings.  

 
Moreover, concerning the fourth thematic area which dealt with jungle animals and which 

included action verbs, learners seemed to be enchanted by Henri Rousseau’s painting, “A tiger in 
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a tropical storm”, depicting an angry tiger deep in the African jungle. In their attempt to make 
guesses about the intentions of the tiger, learners were led to a spontaneous use the English 

language.  According to references [31] and [40], special paintings which are characterized by 

physiological elements and an exciting vision of the universe can be employed, successfully, as a 

vibrant canvas for learners to discover new words and, eventually, to be able to use them. 
 

As time went on, it was noticed that learners were gaining a better understanding of the teachers, 

who gradually reduced their use of the mother tongue in class, allowing them (that is the learners) 
to improve their oral fluency. For example, practically all learners were able to use and respond 

to the sound of the words “happy”, “sad”, “angry”, and “scared”, in a variety of exercises relating 

to Mark Rothko's paintings "Color Fields", in the first thematic area dealing with feelings.   
 

Learners used all of their senses to interact with the paintings in the last thematic area, which 

dealt with the four seasons, by tasting fruit and dressing in the manner in which the figures 

representing the four seasons were dressed, as shown in Yannis Tsarouchi's painting “The four 
seasons”. Learners spontaneously employed terminology related to the fruits portrayed in the 

artwork, demonstrating that young “learners can learn more effectively when information is 

physically, vocally, and visually linked” [32]. 
 

This is also supported by the outcomes of the post-semi structured interview, which revealed that 

learners believed that working with art paintings helped them utilize more English words and 
phrases. More specifically, fourteen learners in the experimental group stated in the fourth axis of 

the post-semi structured interview, about the impact of visual arts-based instruction on the 

development of learners' oracy skills, that their interaction with the paintings helped them to 

remember new words and phrases better, while presenting their own crafts, related to the 
paintings, helped them to remember new words and phrases better. This is in line with reference 

[28] claiming that learners' multisensory relationship with the visual arts may help them interact 

more intensely with the material, which they have been given by their teachers, and to retain the 
new knowledge, which they have acquired, in their long-term memory for longer periods of time, 

whereas presenting their own paintings also prompts students to use English effectively in their 

attempt to communicate their own work [25]. 

 

4.2. Research Question 2: How do visual arts enhance vocabulary learning and use in 

first grade learners? 

 
The second research question was about the effects of visual-arts-based training on the 

development of vocabulary in young learners. The intervention was designed to promote the 

development of learners' receptive and productive vocabulary. The quantitative data was 
collected using a pre- and post-vocabulary development test given to both groups at the start and 

conclusion of the intervention stage. While-vocabulary development tests were also given to both 

groups throughout the intervention stage. In addition, qualitative data was obtained using audio 

recordings, the teachers’ journal, and learners' replies to vocabulary acquisition questions, in the 
post-semi structured interview. 

 

According to the quantitative analysis, there were no statistically significant differences in 
vocabulary growth between the control and the experimental groups prior to the intervention 

stage. By contrast, an independent sample test reported significant differences between the 

performances of the two groups at the end of the intervention stage. More specifically, the 
experimental group improved substantially between the pre- and post- instruction stage, while the 

control group showed no improvement at all (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Pre-and post-vocabulary development differences within each group. 

 
Vocabulary development  

Measurement 

 

M (%) 

 

SD 

 

t 

 

p 

Experimental group Pre-intervention 
 

Post-intervention 

8.33 
 

11.44 

1.85 
 

0.62 

18. 036 
 

72. 717 

.000 
 

.000 

Control group Pre-intervention 

 

Post-intervention 

8.69 

 

8.69 

1.25 

 

1.25 

27. 800 

 

27. 800 

.000 

 

.000 

 

 An independent sample test revealed no statistically significant differences between the control 
and experimental groups when it came to the mean score of the while-intervention vocabulary 

development tests given to the control and experimental group. The descriptive statistics, on the 

other hand, revealed that the experimental group outperformed the control group in all of the 
vocabulary development assessments (Table 2). 

 
Table 2. While-vocabulary development differences between the groups. 

 
Vocabulary 

development 

 

Measurement 

 

M (%) 

 

SD 

 

t 

 

p 

 

 

 
 

 

Experimental 

group 

 

 

While- 

Intervention 

Oral Recognition of the names of 

colors 

Oral Production of numbers from 1 to 5 
 

Oral Recognition of the names of the 

farm animals  

 

Oral Production of the names of the farm 

animals  

 

Oral Recognition of the names of the 

jungle animals. 

 

Oral Recognition of the names of 

feelings 

8,5 

 

4,56 
 

5,75 

 

 

5,94 

 

 

7,25 

 

 

3,44  

2,44 

 

2,449 
 

,892 

 

 

1,571 

 

 

1,000 

 

 

,964 

 
 

 

-1,838 

 

-,933 
 

-1,015 

 

 

1,683 

 

 

-1,387 

 

 

-1,954 

,078 

 

,358 
 

,321 

 

 

,104 

 

 

,178 

 

 

,061 

 

 

Control group 

 

 

 

While- 
Intervention 

Oral Recognition of the names of colors 

 

Oral Production of numbers from 1 to 5 

 

Oral Recognition of the names of the 

farm animals  

 
Oral Production of the names of the farm 

7,19 

 

 

4,25 

 

4,94 

 
 

1,471 

 

 

1,000 

 

2,792 

 
 

-1,838 

 

 

-,933 

 

-1,015 

 
 

,076 

 

 

,358 

 

,318 
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animals  

 

Oral Recognition of the names of the 

jungle animals. 

 

Oral Recognition of the names of 
feelings 

 

4,69 

 

 

6,56 

 

 
2,69 

2,469 

 

 

1,711 

 

 
1,195 

1,683 

 

 

-1,387 

 

 
-1,954 

,103 

 

 

,176 

 

 
,060 

 

More specifically, the experimental group's participants scored higher, on average, than the 

control group's learners in their attempt to orally recognize and produce the names of the colors, 
which is consistent with Eisner's belief that creativity through art allows for deeper degrees of 

knowledge [27]. In the second thematic area, the experimental group outperformed the control 

group on average when it came to producing numbers from one to five. This is in line with 
reference [53] suggesting that learners are taught to integrate and decode information in paintings 

through visual arts, hence boosting vocabulary learning and visual literacy. In terms of oral 

recognition and production of farm animals, the experimental group appeared to score higher on 

average than the control group, indicating that first-graders' capacity to utilize language to 
transmit knowledge and express what they know is gradually improving [52]. The experimental 

group appeared to outperform the control group in recognizing the names of jungle animals in the 

fifth thematic area. This is in line with reference [54] claiming that the engagement of multiple 
senses results in the activation of all of them, accessing memory building channels in the brain 

which allow learners to reach conceptual retention and achievement of objectives while they are 

fully engaged in the learning process [54]. The situation was similar in the fifth thematic area as 
the participants in the experimental group scored on average higher than the participants in the 

control group in their attempt to recognize the names of feelings, supporting Baine’s basic claim 

that learners can master abstract language by simulating senses [28]. 

 
The results of the tests, as well as a careful examination of the recordings and the teachers’ 

journals show that the experimental group showed significant progress in terms of vocabulary 

acquisition and retention. For example, during the post-speaking stage of the first theme area, 
two learners were able to manage all of the varied hues of colors which were used in their 

structures. This supports the concept that learners are led to inadvertent language acquisition 

when they are assigned creative crafts to express the knowledge which they had acquired from 
the paintings [42]. Moreover, during the third and fourth thematic areas, most learners were able 

to recall and use all of the vocabulary taught about sizes, farm animals, and jungle animals. 

Learners appeared to be able to recognize and create all of the animals encountered in the 

paintings, used as prompts in the various subject regions, indicating that paintings can be utilized 
as a mnemonic tool to aid memory a “long term consolidation of linguistic content” as Dobos 

calls it [41]. Furthermore, learners expressed their preferences for the paintings used in the 

specific thematic areas, as well as their liking for the follow-up crafts and constructions, 
according to information obtained from the post-semi structured interview investigating learners' 

attitudes toward art-based instruction. This is in line with the belief that young learners tend to 

remember and use just what attracts and makes sense to them [37], [38]. Additionally, learners 

stated that discussing their own crafts in relation to their favorite themes of the paintings helped 
them retain new words associated with their crafts.   

 

4.3. Research Question 3: How do visual arts enhance language chunks learning and 

use in first grade learners?  

 

The final research question looked into the impact of visual arts on the development of language 
chunks and phrases which are used by young learners in their speaking. Participants in both 
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groups underwent a language chunks development test before and after the intervention stage to 
answer to this question. During the intervention stage, they were also given three language 

chunks-development exams. The test results were statistically evaluated to see if there were any 

variations in performance between the two groups. Quantitative data was also collected through 

the audio recordings of the lessons, the teachers’ diaries as well as the learners’ responses to the 
questions referring to language chunks development, the aforementioned were also conducted in 

the post-semi structured interview. 

 
In a similar vein, an independent sample test reported no significant differences between the 

performances of the two groups, at the end of the intervention stage, as well. In the post-language 

development test, however, participants in the experimental group scored, on average, higher 
than those in the control group. More particularly, the experimental group improved significantly 

between the pre- and post-instruction stages, whereas the control groups’ participants improved 

only somewhat (Table 3). 

 
Table 3.  Pre- and post- intervention differences on language chunks development within each group. 

 
Language Chunks 

development 

 

     Measurement 

 

M (%) 

 

SD 

 

t 

 

p 

Experimental group Pre-intervention 

 

Post-intervention 

4.81 

 

6.69 

0.83 

 

1.38 

23. 077 

 

23. 499 

.000 

 

.000 

Control group Pre-intervention 

 

Post-intervention 

5.69 

 

5.88 

1.58 

 

1.45 

14. 400 

 

16. 153 

.000 

 

.000 

 
An independent sample test revealed no statistically significant differences between the control 

and experimental groups in the outcomes of the means of the while-intervention language chunks 

development tests given to both groups. However, the descriptive statistics revealed a pattern in 
which the experimental group outperformed the control group in all language chunk development 

assessments (Table 4). 

 
In the fourth thematic area, the experimental group appeared to score higher, on average, than 

the control group in their attempt to respond to larger units of words describing wild animal 

action thus indicating that shifting information from visual imagery to language and back again 

improves learners' understanding [55]. Similarly, the experimental group appeared to outperform 
the control group when it came to producing larger units of words to represent feelings. This 

indicates that “working with something that is concrete such as art to something abstract such as 

language encourages learners to link their own experiences” [55] and to be able to produce 
simple sentences in the target language [54]. In a similar vein, the experimental group appeared 

to score higher, on average, than the control group in their attempt to talk about weather 

conditions using formulaic language in the last theme area.  This could show that learners can 
grasp and apply simple language chunks to describe themselves and others through practice 

exercises that use the senses as a learning tool.  
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Table 4. Language development differences between the two groups. 

 
Language 

chunks 
development 

 
Measurement 

 
M (%) 

 

SD 

 

t 

 

p 

 

 

Experimental 

group 

 

 

While- 

Intervention 

Oral Recognition of groups of words 

describing wild animals’ action 

 

Oral production of groups of words 

describing feeling situations 

 

Oral production of groups of words 

describing weather conditions, clothing 

and fruit items 

 

4,94 

 

 

 

1,63 

 

 

 

3,88 

1,063 

 

 

 

1,088 

 

 

 

1,746 

-,145 

 

 

 

-,486 

 

 

 

-1,337 

,886 

 

 

 

,630 

 

 

 

,191 

 

 

Control group 

 

 

 

While- 

Intervention 

Oral Recognition of groups of words 

describing wild animals’ action 

 

Oral production of groups of words 

describing feeling situations 

 

Oral production of groups of words 

describing weather conditions, clothing 

and fruit items 

 

4,88 

 

 

 

1,44 

 

 

 

3,06 

1,360 

 

 

 

1,094 

 

 

 

1,692 

-,145 

 

 

 

-,486 

 

 

 

-1,337 

,886 

 

 

 

,630 

 

 

 

,191 

 

5. DISCUSSION 
 

The findings from the first research question appear to support the hypothesis that visual arts can 

help young learners improve their oral production skills by providing them with rich and relevant 
input that can serve as a springboard for them to become more actively involved in the learning 

process [22]. It is clear that visual arts can aid in the formation of a welcoming and comfortable 

learning environment in the English classroom, encouraging students to open their filters and 
engage in spontaneous and natural speech production [10], [56].  

 

In terms of vocabulary uptake, the findings suggest that there is a link between young learners' 

exposure to visual arts and vocabulary acquisition leading to improved oral development, as the 
experimental group's participants appeared to have acquired and retained a greater number of 

vocabulary items in their long-term memory than the control group's participants. This 

conclusion is consistent with earlier research on the favorable impact of visual arts on the 
development of young learners' vocabulary. According to reference [42], visual arts encourage 

learners to make educated assumptions and to draw conclusions based on what they observe, 

which improves understanding and recall of educational material. 

 
Observing and understanding visual arts such as paintings can be an effective way to elicit new 

words, information, and to aid learners in developing a mental vocabulary [18]. Finally, 

reference [37] emphasized the necessity of allowing young learners to associate a term with an 
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object, thing, or actual person in order to increase their vocabulary. The current study's 
contribution is that visual arts can be used as a springboard for vocabulary growth, allowing 

students to connect living visuals with words. 

 

In terms of formulaic uptake, it's possible that learners' involvement with visual arts and sensory 
activation influenced language chunk formation, as the learners of the experimental group appear 

to have acquired a greater number (of units) of words, with which they had met up during the 

teaching stage, compared to the control group. For example, many exercises encouraged learners 
to employ a variety of senses, allowing them to identify with the scenarios presented and to 

construct larger units of speech without formal language training [38], [45] and [44]. Learners 

were given the opportunity to associate learnt expressions with images of concrete scenes via 
paintings, which helped them to remember the aforementioned better in the long run [47]. 

 

6. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 

RESEARCH 
 

Although the conclusions that were drawn earlier indicate that there was an improvement in the 
learners’ oracy skills, there are limitations to the specific study in terms of the time duration and 

the number of the learners who participated in the intervention. More specifically, the specific 

intervention program lasted only for two months as there was a restriction placed, by the 

government of Greece, on the time limit, due to the Covid-19 pandemic which did not allow for a 
further implementation of the specific intervention. However, an extension of the duration of the 

intervention might allow for more valid results concerning the effectiveness of the program. 

Another issue for consideration are the number of learners who participated in the experiment. 
Both the control and the experimental group consisted of sixteen learners each of which 

constitutes a small number and does not allow for the generalization of the findings. Perhaps, a 

larger scale sample could provide us with more reliable findings concerning the effect of the 
specific approach to first grade learners’ oral abilities. However, the results of this small-case 

research cannot be disregarded as they indicate that the use of visual arts can have a considerably 

positive effect on young learners’ receptive and productive oracy skills. 

 
In fact, the particular findings indicate that art-based instruction may indeed have a remarkable 

linguistic and pedagogical value in a primary school EFL class, thus testifying to a positive 

influence, not only on the development of young learners’ oracy skills and language awareness, 
but also on the enhancement of learners’ responses concerning the world which surrounds them, 

and on their representation of the world [16]. The aforementioned facilitates young learners to 

master the required capacities, and content knowledge areas, through active exploration, and 
through hands-on learning experiences [9], [10]. It thus becomes evident that, art-based 

instruction should be incorporated into the PEAP curriculum as it has much to offer, not only on 

the enhancement of young learners’ oracy skills, but also on the well-rounded development of 

young learners. Enabling them to understand the world they live in and providing them with 
ample avenues for comprehension and communication [15]; the visual art-based approach might 

emerge as an invaluable tool for teachers, at all levels of learning, to enhance instruction for 

English language learners. These results are in accordance with other studies which have been 
aforementioned and which clearly depict the effectiveness of visual arts in the teaching and 

learning process of very young learners. The teaching of a foreign language, through visual arts, 

could lead to an increase of the capacity of young learners to achieve success, not only in verbal 

communication but also in other academic areas and skills such as reading and writing. It would 
also be interesting, in a future research study, to investigate the arts through apps in our mobile 

phones [57]. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
Very few empirical research studies have been conducted in Greece concerning the impact of 

visual arts-based training on the improvement of English language teaching and learning, 

particularly the development of pre-A1 level learners' speaking abilities. The specific research 

aimed to investigate the impact of the particular approach using artistic elements on the oral 
receptive and productive skills of learners in the first grade of a Primary school in a small 

provincial town in Greece.  

 
The results show that visual-arts-based education has a positive impact on the oral abilities of the 

participants in the experimental group as compared to those in the control group. The findings of 

the tests, as well as the observation of the classes, suggested that visual-arts-based instruction had 

an impact on vocabulary acquisition and formulaic uptake. Finally, the data acquired from the 
learners' interviews suggested that the visual arts-based instruction, both in terms of the paintings 

used and the follow-up speaking activities and crafts, was well received by the students. 
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